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ABSTRACT
We fit theoretical models to the emission-line spectra of 2766 Seyfert galaxies from the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS). The model line fluxes are derived by ‘mixing’ photoionization model predictions
of active galactic nucleus (AGN) narrow line region (NLR) emission and H II region emission. The
observed line fluxes in each spectrum were directly compared to the grid of mixed models using
the Bayesian parameter estimation code NebulaBayes, thereby measuring the degree of mixing in
each spectrum for the first time. We find that the majority of the Balmer line emission in the
majority of Seyfert-classified SDSS spectra arises from contaminating H II regions within the fixed-
size aperture. Even for spectra with log [O III]/Hβ & 0.9, a median of ∼30% of the Balmer flux
arises in H II regions. We show that the results are qualitatively insensitive to the assumed Seyfert
ionizing continuum, and that ionizing spectra with a peak energy of Epeak∼ 40 – 50 eV produce the
most plausible distributions of mixing fractions. The analysis cleanly quantifies how the starburst
– AGN ‘mixing fraction’ increases on the BPT diagram for SDSS galaxies. Apart from the mixing
fraction, the models also vary with the ionization parameter in the NLR, the gas pressure, and the
metallicity. Measurements for the metallicity in particular will be presented in a companion paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York
et al. 2000) provides a rich spectroscopic sample
of galaxies in the local universe, including tens
of thousands of galaxies hosting Active Galactic
Nuclei (AGN). The SDSS AGN population has
been extensively studied, providing insights into
many aspects of the population: the host galaxy
properties (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003; Kewley
et al. 2006; Koss et al. 2011; Reines & Volonteri
2015), nuclear activity as a function of galaxy
environment (e.g. Miller et al. 2003; Constantin
et al. 2008; von der Linden et al. 2010; Khabi-
boulline et al. 2014) classification of excitation
mechanisms (e.g. Kewley et al. 2006; Shirazi &
Brinchmann 2012; Ba¨r et al. 2017), gas kine-
matics (e.g. Greene & Ho 2005), comparisons to
AGN emission at other wavelengths (e.g. Kauff-
mann et al. 2008; Koss et al. 2011; Mateos et al.
2013; Paliya et al. 2018), relative alignment of
the host galaxy and active nucleus (Lagos et al.
2011), and the distribution of black hole masses
and Eddington ratios (e.g Greene & Ho 2007;
Kauffmann & Heckman 2009; Jones et al. 2016)
amongst other topics.
A large proportion of SDSS AGN spectra
show clear mixing between H II region emis-
sion and AGN NLR emission on optical diag-
nostic diagrams. This mixing is broadly at-
tributable to the summing of emission in the
SDSS fiber aperture, but more subtly is asso-
ciated with the correlation between star for-
mation rate and population-averaged supermas-
sive black hole accretion rate (e.g. Chen et al.
2013) and with the close timing of starbursts
and black hole accretion (e.g. Wild et al. 2010).
Although integral field data now allows detailed
spatial analysis of the mixing of H II and NLR
emission (e.g. Davies et al. 2014a,b; Dopita et al.
2014), the effect of H II region contamination on
single-fibre SDSS NLR spectra has not been ro-
bustly quantified. The H II – NLR mixing sig-
nificantly complicates detailed photoionization
modelling of the SDSS AGN.
In this Letter we tackle the H II – NLR
mixing using theoretical models and a gen-
eral Bayesian method, determining the pro-
portion of the emission arising from each of
the two mechanisms for each SDSS AGN spec-
trum. We demonstrate that the mixing is an
important consideration even for the highest-
excitation AGN spectra in the SDSS sample.
2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA
Our sample is taken from SDSS DR7 (Abaza-
jian et al. 2009), and we use the emission line
fluxes provided by the MPA/JHU catalogue1
(Tremonti et al. 2004). We selected galaxies
with redshifts in the range 0.02 < z < 0.37,
which resulted in the g-band covering fraction
(proportion of the galaxy light within the fiber
aperture) having a 25th percentile, median, and
75th percentile of 0.15, 0.22 and 0.30, respec-
tively. The lower redshift cut involves a trade-
off between sample size and potential systematic
aperture effects due to low covering fractions
(Kewley et al. 2005), and is also determined by
the need for the [O II] doublet to be redshifted
into the observed wavelength range.
We applied the following further cuts:
1. All fluxes and errors of relevant emission
lines were required to be finite and posi-
tive
2. A signal to noise (S/N) cut was applied
based on the Hβ flux. We required Hβ
S/N > 5 and did not use S/N cuts on
other lines to avoid biasing the sample (in
particular, biasing the metallicities).
3. We required spectra to have a Balmer
decrement Hα / Hβ greater than 2.7, be-
cause lower values are unphysical, and we
1 www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
http://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/~jarle/SDSS/
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require reliable flux calibration and red-
dening corrections.
After these cuts there remained 2766 Seyfert-
classified objects and 51806 H II-classified ob-
jects. The spectra were classified using the
[N II] and [S II] optical diagnostic diagrams
(Baldwin et al. 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock
1987), following the method of Kewley et al.
(2006). Only the Seyfert- and ‘composite’-
classified galaxies were included in the analy-
sis, with LINER, star-forming, and ambiguous
galaxies being excluded.
3. METHOD
The primary tool we use in our analysis
is NebulaBayes2, a package that performs
Bayesian parameter estimation by comparing
observed emission line fluxes and errors with an
arbitrary grid of model fluxes. NebulaBayes is
described in detail by Thomas et al. (2018).
The MAPPINGS V (Sutherland & Dopita
2017) photoionization model grids we feed into
NebulaBayes are ‘mixing’ grids, derived by com-
bining H II region and NLR model grids. Both
grids have dimensions in the parameters of oxy-
gen abundance 12 + log O/H, ionization param-
eter at the inner edge of the photoionization
model logU , and gas pressure logP/k. In ad-
dition, the NLR grid has a fourth parameter
Epeak, which is the peak (on a log-log plot of en-
ergy flux versus energy) of the ‘big blue bump’
ionizing accretion disk emission in the model
of the ionizing spectrum (Thomas et al. 2016).
The H II and NLR grids used here are the same
as those distributed with the NebulaBayes soft-
ware (Thomas et al. 2018), with the exception
of four intermediate Epeak values that have been
added to the NLR grid.
The H II and NLR grids were combined into a
‘mixing’ grid using the following assumptions:
2 https://github.com/ADThomas-astro/
NebulaBayes
1. The H II regions and NLR clouds within
the same aperture have the same metal-
licity
2. The H II regions and NLR clouds within
the same aperture have the same pressure,
logP/k
3. There is little sensitivity to the H II re-
gion ionization parameter. This parame-
ter was fixed at logUHII = −3.25, a repre-
sentative value for high metallicity galax-
ies that was found by analysing the SDSS
H II spectra using NebulaBayes with the
H II region grid alone.
4. Epeak can be fixed to a single representa-
tive value without biasing the results.
The number of parameters is limited by com-
putational practicalities and by the number of
independent line fluxes in each spectrum. A
more complex model is unlikely to be justi-
fied by statistically significant improvements to
model fits.
The ‘mixing’ is parametrized by fNLR, the
proportion of the Hβ flux in a ‘mixed’ spec-
trum that arises from NLR as opposed to H II
emission (fHII = 1 − fNLR). This parametriza-
tion, first used by Kewley et al. (2001b), is
more sophisticated than approaches that use
distances on the optical diagnostic diagrams
to parametrize the gas excitation (e.g. Khabi-
boulline et al. 2014). We sampled fNLR at the
six values fNLR = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and
1.0. In total, there were four parameters in
each mixing grid (with a different grid for each
considered Epeak value): 12 + log O/H, logP/k,
logUNLR and fNLR.
The following emission lines were used in the
analysis: [O II]λ 3726 + 29, [Ne III]λ 3869,
[O III]λ 4363, [O III]λ 5007, He Iλ 5876,
[O I]λ 6300, [N II]λ 6583, and [S II]λ 6716 + 31.
We also included Hα and Hβ, which are es-
sential for both normalization and reddening-
correction. We used the built-in ability of Neb-
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ulaBayes to deredden spectra to match the pre-
dicted Balmer decrement at every point in the
model grid.
Two priors were combined, with equal weight-
ing. These were a prior on the [S II] doublet flux
ratio, to constrain the gas pressure, and a prior
on the [N II]/[O II] ratio, to help constrain the
metallicity.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Variation in the mixing fraction
Our results for the parameter fNLR are pre-
sented in Figure 1 on optical diagnostic dia-
grams, with the classification lines described by
Kewley et al. (2006) shown for reference. The
results show that the mixing fraction fNLR be-
haves intuitively by increasing upwards along
the mixing sequence from the star-forming se-
quence to the Seyfert region.
The red line in the left panel of Figure 1
is a ‘mixing line’, which is chosen to be lin-
ear in log-log space and follow the upper lo-
cus of the H II-AGN mixing sequence. The
line connects the median H II-classified point
(at (x, y) = (−0.466,−0.408)) and the median
Seyfert-classified point with y > 0.9 (at (x, y) =
(0.003, 0.979)), where x = log [N II]/Hα and
y = log [O III]/Hβ. We note that a true ‘mixing
locus’ would be curved in the Figure 1 log-log
plot.
4.2. Effect of the ionizing Seyfert spectrum
The mixing fraction fNLR is degenerate with
the parameter corresponding to the hardness of
the Seyfert radiation field, Epeak. Increasing ei-
ther quantity has the effect of increasing the ef-
fective ionization of a ‘mixed’ model spectrum.
Understanding the effect of Epeak allows us to
quantify typical fNLR values as a function of the
position of SDSS galaxies on the optical diag-
nostic diagram.
Figure 2 shows the inferred mixing fraction
fNLR versus projected distance along the mixing
line d, for a series of Epeak values. The d = 0
point was chosen to coincide with the intersec-
tion of the red mixing line and the solid black
line (extreme starburst line of Kewley et al.
2001a) in Figure 1. For Epeak = 32 eV the high-
fNLR data is clustered at fNLR = 1, presumably
because the observed spectra have a higher ion-
ization than the models in the relevant part of
the parameter space, resulting in the inferred
fNLR being artificially elevated. Conversely, at
the other extreme of Epeak = 100 eV (improba-
bly high considering the ionization potentials of
species observed in typical NLRs), all galaxies
have a relatively low inferred fNLR value. Re-
sults do not change significantly for Epeak in
the range Epeak∼ 40 − 50 eV, and we select
Epeak = 45 eV to use in quantifying typical mix-
ing fractions on the mixing sequence.
The scatter in fNLR may be associated with
variations in the three other parameters, which
would allow a range of fNLR values to corre-
spond to a single d value. However, a major
contribution to the scatter is likely to be vari-
ation in the intrinsic Epeak values of the AGN
population. We expect Epeak to increase with
the Eddington ratio λEdd, and the SDSS Seyfert
λEdd distribution is known to have a non-trivial
width (e.g. Kewley et al. 2006; Kauffmann &
Heckman 2009). Variation in λEdd should cause
more scatter at high fNLR, and indeed the scat-
ter does noticeably increase with fNLR (and d)
in all panels of Figure 2.
4.3. Measuring typical mixing fractions
We now consider the typical mixing fractions
as a function of location on the BPT diagram.
Figure 3 shows an [N II] optical diagnostic di-
agram, illustrating the derived lines of ‘median
mixing fraction’. These green mixing fraction
lines correspond to the green vertical lines in
the Epeak= 45 eV panel of Figure 2. In Figure 3
these lines are drawn perpendicular to the red
mixing line, and have a gradient of m = −0.327.
The intercept b (where y = mx+b) for each line
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Figure 1. Optical diagnostic diagrams showing SDSS data colored by the fitted values of fNLR, the propor-
tion of the Hβ flux that arises in NLR as opposed to H II-region emission. The colored points are classified as
‘composite’ or Seyfert using the [N II] and [S II] diagrams, with all other classifications shown in black. The
dashed line (Kauffmann et al. 2003) in the left-most panel gives an empirical upper-limit on the line ratios
of star-forming galaxies, and the solid black lines in all three panels give corresponding theoretical limits
(Kewley et al. 2001a). The dashed lines in the rightmost two panels approximately separate Seyferts (above)
from LINERs (below; Kewley et al. 2006), and the red line in the leftmost panel is chosen to approximately
follow the H II-Seyfert ‘mixing sequence’. There is a clear increase in fNLR up the mixing sequence from
star-forming galaxies to Seyfert galaxies. This analysis used a Seyfert ionizing spectrum with Epeak = 45 eV.
is 0.341, 0.676, and 0.893 for fNLR= 0.2, 0.4 and
0.6 respectively.
A key result evident in Figures 2 and 3 is that
for the majority of Seyfert-classified SDSS spec-
tra, the majority of the Balmer emission arises
in H II regions, and not in the NLRs. Only
spectra with log [O III]/Hβ& 0.9 typically have
the majority of the Balmer flux arising in the
Seyfert NLRs. These results hold true for all
Epeak in the range 40− 50 eV.
5. DISCUSSION
We have clearly demonstrated that modeling
of Seyfert emission in the SDSS sample must
take H II-region contamination into account.
Cuts on BPT classifications may remove AGN
spectra with a high degree of H II contamina-
tion (e.g. Maragkoudakis et al. 2014), but our
results show that a large fraction of the remain-
ing spectra are significantly contaminated. A
small proportion of LINER galaxies may remain
in our Seyfert sample due to the approximate
nature of the Seyfert-LINER separation (Kew-
ley et al. 2006). However, these interloping LIN-
ERs are unlikely to affect the results (especially
considering that ionization parameter varies in
our models).
Table 1 shows the relative contributions of
NLR emission and H II region emission to line
fluxes in mixed model spectra. The [O III] emis-
sion is dominated by NLR clouds even at low
fNLR, but the proportional NLR flux contribu-
tion is consistently below fNLR for [N II] and
[S II]. Evidently [O III] is a highly sensitive
tracer of AGN contamination in H II spectra.
Conversely, for other lines, the Seyfert-classified
spectra may easily suffer significant contamina-
tion from H II-region emission. The data in
Table 1 appears to be consistent with Figure 3
of Kauffmann & Heckman (2009), who also cal-
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Figure 2. The inferred mixing fraction fNLR versus d, the projected distance along the ‘mixing line’ (the
red line in Figure 1; the intersection with the Kewley et al. (2001a) line defines d = 0). Results are presented
for Seyfert-classified galaxies for five values of Epeak, the peak of the ionizing Seyfert continuum spectrum.
Black diamonds show the median in each d-bin, and black lines show the 16th and 84th percentiles. The
blue curve is a parabola fitted to the medians and errors. Green vertical lines indicate where 20, 40 and
60% of the Balmer flux arises due to Seyfert photoionization as opposed to H II-region emission, according
to the blue fits. For all plausible values of Epeak, the analysis demonstrates that the majority of the line
emission in the majority of Seyfert-classified SDSS galaxies arises in H II regions as opposed to the NLRs.
The parameters Epeak and fNLR both vary the ionization level of the models and therefore are difficult to
disentangle, but the figure shows that the inferred fNLR sequence is qualitatively insensitive to Epeak, with
Epeak∼ 40− 50 eV producing a plausible fNLR distribution.
AGN-HII mixing in SDSS 7
Figure 3. Optical diagnostic diagram as in Fig-
ure 1, but with green lines added to indicate the me-
dian mixing fraction fNLR on the H II to AGN mix-
ing sequence. The fNLR estimates were obtained
using the ‘mixing’ model grid with Epeak = 45 eV.
culate likely H II region contributions to the
[O III] flux.
It was necessary when constructing the mix-
ing grid to fix logUHII (Section 3), and we have
tested the sensitivity of our results to this as-
sumption by varying the fixed logUHII value.
The analysis presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3
was performed for the three values logUHII =
−3.50, −3.25, and −3.00 with Epeak = 45 eV. In
this experiment the lines of median fNLR val-
ues of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 all changed by at most
0.07 dex in [O III]/Hβ. Hence, we conclude that
our results are insensitive to logUHII, despite the
low fNLR values.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Mixing between H II region and AGN emis-
sion in SDSS galaxies is investigated by explic-
itly fitting ‘mixing’ models to the data for the
first time. Our conclusions are as follows:
1. We demonstrate that most Seyfert-classified
spectra in SDSS have the majority of their
Balmer line flux originating in H II regions
within the fixed fiber aperture, rather
than in the NLR itself
2. We show that our results are insensitive
to the hardness of the assumed Seyfert
ionizing continuum, and find that ioniz-
ing spectra peaking at energies of Epeak∼
40−50 eV result in the most plausible dis-
tributions of inferred mixing fractions
3. We provide equations of lines that quan-
tify median ‘mixing levels’ on the [N II]
BPT diagram
4. We quantify the contributions to key
emission-line fluxes from the model H II
and NLR spectra
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Table 1. Proportion of the flux in a ‘mixed’ spectrum that is from
AGN NLR models as opposed to H II region models, for each strong
optical line. The models have 12 + log O/H = 8.990, Epeak = 45 eV,
logUNLR = −2.60, logUHII = −3.25, and logP/k (cm−3 K) = 7.40.
fNLR Hβ [OII]λλ3726, 29 [OIII]5007 [OI]6300 [NII]6583 [SII]λλ6716, 31
0.0 0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.1 0.1 0.213 0.952 0.403 0.092 0.093
0.2 0.2 0.378 0.978 0.603 0.186 0.188
0.4 0.4 0.618 0.992 0.802 0.379 0.381
0.6 0.6 0.785 0.996 0.901 0.579 0.581
0.8 0.8 0.907 0.999 0.960 0.786 0.787
1.0 1.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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